
Plug In Hardwired Battery OperatedAll Plug In Alarms include:
• Battery Backup

All Hardwire Alarms include:
• Smart Interconnect allows Kidde CO, smoke and heat alarms to be 
 interconnected on one wiring network.
• Large mounting base makes mounting easier, protects surface paint  
 from dirt and covers imperfections
• Pre-stripped wiring harness with easy off cap does not require stripper  
 tool. Tinned strands increase conductivity and wire nut grip.

All Battery Operated Alarms include:
• Three AA batteries

All Kidde CO Alarms:
-Are UL listed
       *excluding the 
 900-0099
-7 Year Alarm Life
-Electrochemical Sensor
-Test/Reset Button
-Batteries Included

21007329 
Premium Brand 
NIGHTHAWK
• This alarm has a 40% longer life
• 7 Year Warranty, 7 Year Life
• Anti-theft Feature
• Easy Installation

Available in a 6 pc. Tray Pack — 
6 units packaged in individual gift boxes

2008 Legislative Landscape2008 Legislative Landscape

Passed Potential 2008 
Target Opportunity

Carbon Monoxide is the 
#1 cause of accidental 
poisoning deaths in the U.S.

Carbon Monoxide (CO) is an 
invisible, odorless gas that can 
be fatal when inhaled over 
prolonged periods.

Carbon Monoxide is also 
known as the “Silent Killer”.

Kidde is working proactively 
with legislative leaders across 
the country to pass laws that 
will require CO alarms to keep 
families in your community 
safe.

For more information, visit KnowAboutCO.com

Kidde CO sensors are the 

world’s most accurate and are 

not affected by changes in 

humidity.

NEW!!NEW!!

 900-0193 (21006137)
 AC/DC Basic
 CO Alarm
 Discourages 
 unit tampering
	 •	Tamper-resist    
 feature is great    
for landlords and    
property owners

	 •	Unit will go into   
 constant alarm    
mode when 
  removed from    
 outlet
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Packaging Options:

 900-0076
 AC/DC Digital
 CO Alarm
 Monitors CO 
 levels
	 •	Digital Display  
  shows level of CO  
  the alarm is sensing

	 •	Peak Level Button  
  displays the highest  
  level of CO the  
  alarm has recorded   
	 •	8’ Cord allows unit  
  to be mounted on  
  the wall, tabletop 
  or directly into wall  
  outlet

Packaging Options:
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 900-0099*
 AC/DC Rechargeable
 CO Alarm
 Never change 
 the battery
	 •	Rechargeable Lithium   
  Ion Battery lasts the   
  lifetime of the unit

	 •	Digital Display   
  shows level of CO   
  the alarm is sensing

	 •	Peak Level Button   
  displays the highest   
  level of CO the   
  alarm has recorded   
	 •	8’ Cord allows unit   
  to be mounted on   
  the wall, tabletop 
  or directly into wall   
  outlet

* CSA listed
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Packaging Options:

 900-0113
 AC/DC Multi
 CO/Gas Alarm
 Detects against 
 three threats
	 •	CO/Gas Alarm detects   
  three deadly threats   
  including CO, propane   
  and methane

	 •	Digital Display   
  shows level of CO   
  the alarm is sensing

	 •	Peak Level Button   
  displays the highest   
  level of CO the   
  alarm has recorded   
	 •	8’ Cord allows unit   
  to be mounted on   
  the wall, tabletop 
  or directly into wall   
  outlet
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Packaging Options:

 900-0120 (21006406)
 AC/DC Basic
 CO Alarm
	 •	Offers Basic CO 
  Protection
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Packaging Options:

 900-0114 (21006377)
 AC/DC Combo
 CO/Smoke  Alarm
 Two alarms in one
	 •	Detects against CO 
  and Smoke dangers,   
  providing protection   
  against two deadly threats  

 •	Voice Alarm announces 
  type of danger unit is   
  sensing, no programming  
  needed

 •	Low Battery Voice 
  Warning alerts you to   
  change your battery
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Packaging Options:

 900-0146
 DC Digital
 CO Alarm
 Monitors CO levels
	 •	Digital Display shows    
  level of CO the alarm is   
  sensing  

 •	Peak Level Button   
  displays the highest   
  level of CO the   
  alarm has recorded 
 •	Multiple mounting   
  options include wall or   
  tabletop mounting
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Packaging Options:

 9C05
 DC Basic
 CO Alarm
 Basic Protection
	 •	Front battery 
  compartment makes 
  it easy to replace 
  batteries
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Packaging Options:

“Fire! 
   Fire!” “Warning!

   Carbon 
 Monoxide!”

 900-0102
 DC Combo
 CO/Smoke Alarm
 Two alarms in one
	 •	Detects against CO 
  and Smoke dangers,   
    providing protection   
  against two deadly     
  threats  

 •	Voice Alarm announces 
  type of danger unit is   
  sensing, no programming  
  needed

 •	Low Battery Voice 
  Warning alerts you to   
  change your battery
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Packaging Options:

“Fire! 
   Fire!” “Warning!

   Carbon 
 Monoxide!”

CO120X
Relay Module
•	Activates or 
 Deactivates
 Auxiliary Devices  
•	1 Set of Form “C”
 Contacts

•	For Use With
 Multiple Station
 Alarms

•	For Use With
 Carbon Monoxide
 Alarms

Also Available:

SM 120X
Relay Module

SLI77i *
Strobe Light
•	For Use With
 Kidde Alarms 
•	Provides a Visual
 Signal for the
 Hearing Impaired

•	Meets UL 1971,
 NEMA and ADA
 Standards

•	Bright I77
 Candela Strobe

* Important:
 To operate, strobe must be 
 interconnected to an 
 AC powered alarm.

21007426
Premium Silhouette
Carbon Monoxide Alarm
• Sleek Low Profile Design
• Maintenance-free
• 7 Year Warranty, 7 Year Life
• Blue Digital Display w/ 3 LED indicators

Includes a
self-charging 
battery backup 
eliminating the 
need to change 
a battery...ever!

New Longlife
Alarm has a 40%
longer life than 
other CO alarms

Available 
Fall 2008



Relay Module:
 
Activates or 
deactivates auxiliary 
devices such as 
whole house fans, 
security lights or sirens.

Strobe Light For 
Hearing Impaired:
 
For persons who 
cannot hear an alarm.

Heat Alarm:
 
Alarms when 
temperatures reach 
135˚F or greater in 
areas where smoke 
alarms can false alarm 
due to auto exhaust 
or cooking fumes.

Carbon Monoxide 
Alarm:
 
Detects presence
of deadly 
carbon monoxide.

Photoelectric 
Smoke  Alarm:
 
Provides early 
detection against 
smoke and fire; 
especially effective 
against flaming fires.

Ionization 
Smoke  Alarm:
 
Provides early 
detection against 
smoke and fire; 
especially effective 
against flaming fires.

Smoke Alarms

Fire Extinguishers

Carbon Monoxide
Alarms

Carbon Monoxide
Alarms

Carbon Monoxide Facts
     What You Should Know

What is Carbon Monoxide?

Carbon Monoxide (CO) is an invisible, odorless, poisonous gas that can be fatal when 
inhaled. It is the number one cause of unintentional poisoning deaths in the U.S.

CO causes approximately 2,100 deaths and more than 10,000 injuries annually in 
the U.S. Some experts believe the actual numbers may be much higher because CO 
symptoms mimic the flu and other common illnesses.

How Carbon Monoxide Affects You:

CO combines with hemoglobin, the oxygen-carrying agent in red blood cells. When 
oxygen is robbed from the brain and other organs, death can result. In addition, up 
to 40% of survivors of severe CO poisoning develop memory impairment and other 
serious illnesses.

Where Does It Come From?

Carbon Monoxide gas is produced when any fuel is incompletely burned because 
of insufficient oxygen. Wood fires and charcoal grills produce large amounts of CO. 
Malfunctioning heating systems also produce CO.

How Can CO Poisoning Be Prevented?

The Consumer Product Safety Commission recommends every residence with 
fuel-burning appliances be equipped with at least one UL listed CO alarm and 
recommends one on every level and outside all sleeping areas.

Carbon Monoxide Sources

Kidde • 1016 Corporate Park Drive • Mebane, NC • 27302
www.kidde.com         customer service: 800-654-7665

To interconnect alarms throughout the home, 
simply hardwire all alarms into a single circuit.

Kidde recommends installing at least one carbon 
monoxide alarm on each level of your home, and 
near sleeping areas.

Product Placement Guidelines

Interconnected Protection:
When one alarm is triggered, all connected alarms and devices
are immediately activated throughout the home.

Where  and Where NOT
to install your  CO Alarm

Please consult the manual that came 
with your alarm for full information of the 
do’s and dont’s for proper installation and 
placement.

DO
As a general rule, however, when wall 
mounting, place out of the reach of 
children. Install one alarm on each 
floor and near sleeping areas. Plac-
ing at eye level allows for optimum 
monitoring of the digital display. 
Insure that all vents of the unit are 
unobstructed. 

DON’T
Do not install in dead air spaces such 
as peaks of vaulted ceilings or gabled 
roofs. Don’t install in excessively dusty, 
dirty or greasy areas such as kitchens, 
garages and furnace rooms. Keep out 
of damp and humid areas such as 
bathrooms.

Carbon Monoxide is also known as

“The Silent Killer”
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